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15th Meeting of the 44nd SRC 
7:00pm, Thursday, February 22, 2018 

HCH, Room 5 

Attendance Record 

Staff Present: Rachel Barry (Chair), and Recording Secretary (Laura Robinson). 

Position Name Present Regrets Absent

President Philippe Ferland X

Vice President Administration Matthew LeBlanc X

Vice President Education Brianna Workman X

Vice President Student Life Jimy Beltran X

Harrington Hall Representative Avery Wells X

Vanier Hall Representative Beverley Pownall X

Holy Cross House Representative Hailey Frenette X

Chatham Hall Representative Gabby Kennedy X

Off-Campus Representative Taylor Barrett X

Off-Campus Representative Nicole Gonzalez X

Social Inclusion Representative Rebecca Kingston X

Sexuality & Gender Diversity 
Representative

Olivier Hébert X

Indigenous Representative Alexa Metallic X

Member at Large Representative Robyn Metcalfe X

Member at Large Representative Nicholas Decarie X

Member at Large Representative Sean Kenney X

International Student Representative Wasiimah Joomun X

Grad Class President Leeanne Doxtator X

First Year Residence Representative Dane Rose X
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AQ Representatives: Sarah Morin and Caitlin Dutt.  
Guests Present: Madigan Downs, Trinity Kirk, Desiree Carr.  

Call to Order and Quorum Call 

Meeting was called to order by Rachel Barry at 7:03 pm 
Quorum is met with 10 voting members present.  

1. Approval of Agenda 

The agenda was presented to council. 

Matthew LeBlanc motions to add a discussion on Green Party Frozen Funding to New Business. 

Philippe Ferland motions to add a discussion on a funding request from Heather MacDonald from Activities for 
the Long Night Against Procrastination to New Business. 

The agenda was approved as amended. 

2. Approval of the Minutes 

Brianna Workman: Section 3.1, under Business Arising, Funding Campus Ministry, my understanding of the 
motion to table was to table until there was an academic portion to discuss, however the motion in the minutes 
reads “to table until next week,” which would be this week and unless I misread the motion I would like that 
correction to be made.  
Additionally, Dane Rose was not present last week but he was marked as present.  

Minutes are approved as amended. 

3. Business Arising from the Minutes 

4. Executive Reports 

4.1 President’s Report –Philippe Ferland:  
We had our first sit down with the bargaining unit of the workers union so we had our first negotiation. It went 
were, there were a few tense moments here and there but all around it will be exciting to see where it goes. 
Currently have 3 more meetings planned over the course of the next month and we are looking to end 
negotiations mid to late march and we will be done with it and won’t have to worry about it for another 2 years. 

I met with Heather Macdonald to hammer through a collaborative idea of the STUSU and administration of the 
Long Night Against Procrastination. The administration wants this to be more of a student led initiative in the 
future, so we are making a transition with it so that VPSLs will be the ones to take the lead with help from 
administration. 
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Me and Jimy sat with UNBSU to look over the contract for SafeRide, we haven’t signed it yet and will take a 
week to look it over before meeting about it again and officially signing it. 

I met with Kim Fenwick this week. One thing we talked about was concerns and complaints about recycling and 
other environmental issues at the school. Kim Fenwick was kind enough to allow us to come up with a list of 
issues we can send to her that she will bring forward to facilities management. Send all concerns to me that I 
will send to her and hopefully something cool will come from that.  

I met with Scott Dugay and Brock Richardson today to talk about what Welcome Week will look like next year. 
Classes are starting a day earlier because of the fall reading week, changing what Welcome Week will look like. 
We weren’t like planning all of welcome week but looking at how it has to change now given the fact that school 
starts a day earlier. 

I met with Phillip Cliff who is the director of facilities management to talk about The President’s Advisory 
Committee on Environmental Issues. He is another person we can contact in terms of facilities management to 
see how campus can be more green. He is looking for 2 students to sit on the committee I am going to advertise 
this soon, we are looking for students, particularly 1st or 2nd year students to send a resume and cover letter. 

Trades and Tech with CASA met while I was in class but they are talking about a policy I wrote and we are online 
voting so hopefully it passes. 

I have been supporting Erikson with nominations and elections. Campaigning will start Saturday and go until 
next Wednesday There will be debates Tuesday and Wednesday, 6-8Tuesday is VPAdmin and VPSL; VPED and 
President are on Wednesday 

4.2 Vice-President of Administration’s Report – Matt LeBlanc:  
Hello, I dealt with some insurance claims ummmm uhhh and that’s that.  

I met with Tina with some updated banking info that will come into play later. 

Negotiations, as Phil mentioned. 

Our investment management for Campus Trust was bought by Scotia Bank… but they are staying autonomous 
which doesn’t change anything for us. In case you are interested.  

I had a meeting with Jodi Misheal, Vice-President, Advancement and Alumni Relations. The meeting was 
confidential but you will find out soon on the topic. 

Simon Frasier University sent an RFP to the Campus Trust. We will respond and say if you were to join, this is 
what it would look like. Sometimes people send them RFPs just to scare their current provider, but we will see, 
fingers crossed. 

Finance committee gave  
150$ to the Economics Society for their year-end event,  
17.13$ to the Champions of Change Club which is concerned with international women’s day.  
And 3 different academic assistance applications with a total of 1150$ for conferences or internships. 

3. Vice President of Education’s Report – Brianna Workman: 
Tuesday was the housing fair which was excellent, we had 3 landlords attend who own multiple buildings each 
across the city. One dropped out on Monday. We had the Residential Tenancies Tribunal attend who brought 
sample leases and tips and pamphlets for first time renters. I think students appreciated both kinds of 
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information. Taylor and I had a lot of students come up to say they enjoyed it and hoped the event would 
continue in the future so there are a lot of opportunities to grow it.  
If you or any of your friends want access to the information there are extra pamphlets from the Residential 
Tenancies Tribunal by the Help Desk.  

We had an NBSA board call on Tuesday afternoon as Phil mentioned. We did not get to everything as we lost 
quorum. We discussed the AGM, hiring as we are doing our final push. Closing for applications happens on 
March 2nd.  We are having another meeting next week to catch up on the things we needed to finish because of 
people going to class. 

I have a National Advocacy team meeting tomorrow to pick topics for national letter writing campaigns next 
week. We are getting the prep work done this week so next year they can run the campaigns.  

Quorum changed to 11, (Nicholas Decarie arrived) 

4. Vice-President of Student Life’s Report – Jimy Beltran:  
This was mental wellness week. It was well attended except for the yoga but that was fun, I am still very sore. 
We had a sexual assault meeting today to talk about collaboration with Alcohol Harms Committee to see what 
we can do to collaborate and help them. 

I had a meeting with Trish to go over a form we are going to send to students and employers who attended the 
jobs fair. Apparently it will occur again next year because of course of it success. So we want to gather some 
information.  

Certificates for the sexual assault prevention training by FSACC were given out to those who attended training 
this week.  

5. Employee Updates 
No employee report available. 

6. Representative Reports 

6.1 Harrington Hall 
Nothing to report. 

6.2 Vanier Hall   
No report available. 

6.3 Holy Cross House   
We have lots of events happening this weekend in the hosue. We are having our second annual meme-
extravaganza this weekend so that should be fun! We are having a wing bonding and from what I heard there 
will be food and Disney movies.  
Most importantly, our party is tomorrow night, everyone should come. It is Hollywood themed so we encourage 
everyone to dress up! 
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In personal news, I got a job at Disney for the summer! 

Comment from Brianna Workman: I am really happy to see that the meme-extravaganza is continuing and I am 
sad to miss it.  

6.4 Chatham Hall 
No report available. 

 
6.5 Off-Campus (Taylor Barrett/Nicole Gonzalez) 
No report available. 

6.6 Social Inclusion Representative (Rebecca Kingston) 
Jimy talked about our meeting and Matt talked about Finance committee, so that’s all.  

6.7 Sexuality & Gender Diversity Representative (Olivier Hébert) 
I don’t have too much; I actually have a question Matt can potentially answer. They are a trans woman and they 
are wondering if laser hair removal is covered under the health plan? 

Matthew LeBlanc: I will tell you in a bit… 

6.8 Indigenous Representative (Alexa Metallic) 
No report available. 

6.9 At-Large Representative (Robyn Metcalfe/Nicholas Decarie/Sean Kenney) 
Nothing to report. 

6.10 International Student Representative (Wasiimah Joomun) 
The sleigh ride was successful and there is a month until the multicultural fair, which is March 24th, so we are 
working to prepare for that.  

6.8 First Year Residence Representative (Dane Rose) 
No report available. 

7. New Business  

7.1. Academic Assistance 
Matthew LeBlanc:  Ah HA! This is an application for a group of students I think a fair amount of them are with… 
Oriana runs that club… Enactus… There are 8 of them. This is a legacy conference, requesting 1500$. It is a 
student led entrepreneurship event, more than 600 students attend and it is to inspire students to pursue their 
business ideas to gain tactics and expert knowledge for business growth. Real world experience, to network 
with businesses and other students... To gain, a word and another word.  
So it is a conference. In Ottawa, March 23-24. The overall cost is 3700$, they are requesting 1500$, there is 8 
of them. Each conference ticket is 70$ times 8 obviously, they are buying 2 hotel rooms with 4 students per 
room, and then of course flights for 8 students. 

Matthew LeBlanc motions for 1200$ for 8 students to attend a Legacy conference out of Academic Assistance.  
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Seconded by Nicholas Decarie. 

Matthew LeBlanc: 1200$ amounts for 150$ per student. It isn’t Enactus applying, it is students applying all at 
once.  

Nicholas Decarie: How much money is in the line? 
Matthew LeBlanc: There is currently 2965$ 

Motion passes unanimously 

7.2. Discussion on Green Party Frozen Funding to New Business 
Matthew LeBlanc: A few weeks ago the green party applied for 50$ for Tina Oh to give a talk which happened I 
think yesterday? And the finance committee approved and in my report, I announced that I had yet to write the 
check and people rightfully raised the concern about us giving money to politically affiliated organizations and 
we motioned to freeze it. I went with my governance committee and people have generally been 
discombobulated this week so we couldn’t come together it would be nice to just talk about it here. 
This, currently, technically, our by-laws and all of the rules do not prohibit us from giving money to politically 
affiliated organizations. Tina, our general manager says that years ago, before Megan, so more than three years 
ago, clubs have received funding. Young Liberals have, the past Young NDP have and there used to be a Young 
Conservatives and all three have in the past, she remembers writing cheques for  them. There is a 
precedent of years and years ago and currently by-laws and do not prohibit it, technically.  
Further, the form that I send to all clubs when they become clubs, and when they are currently clubs and I 
remind them of funding: the form makes no distinction between clubs that are recognized or ratified. Which 
means that any club that is recognized can receive funding is what the form says. Which means that all clubs 
believe they can receive funding. The question is, I think, two fold: 

A. Do we want to change that? I think the tone of the room will be yes and  
B. Co we still give them the 50$ because they because they applied pre-freeze before our bylaws 

prohibited it?  

That is kind of the issue right now and I hope we can resolve it. 

Question Olivier Hébert: Can you remind us what the topic of the talk was? What was the point? 
Matthew LeBlanc: It was titled Another Feminist Killjoy on Climate Justice w/ Tina Oh. She was a student at Mt. 
Allison University. She was an organizer with DivestMTA, a fossil fuel divestment campaign at Mount Allison 
University. An organizer of climate 101 and I think she is on the young … young 25 young Canadians… 25 Young 
Canadian Climate Activists. So her talk was kind of on people inspiring fossil fuel divestment. 

Olivier Hébert: Given the content of the talk itself, the talk was not inherently affiliated to a political party. A 
political party was facilitating discussion on campus on how students come together of initiatives. For that 
reason, there is certainly room to support this effort without it being too problematic, regardless of what we 
decide to do with the bylaws after. 

Nicholas Decarie: Couple things, so I, don’t, I think it is good to divest. But we shouldn’t give money to a 
politically affiliated group because they can use the money however they deem. For example… They could use 
the money to buy campaign materials. That way, student money is going towards a political party’s campaigning 
funds so I take issue with it like that. In response to Oliver’s comment, just because it was being put on by a 
political group on a non-political issue… No, every issue is a political issue, but they are still using her as a 
facilitator and using her as recruiting event. As the chair of the Young NDP that is something I would do to 
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attract recruits to. I take issue that that money is being used to recruit people to a political party. I know that 
sounds heavily biased, but unlike the Young Greens, I have not asked STUSU for money. We have been defunct 
for many years, but regardless.  

Rebecca Kingston: Perhaps Brianna will be able to speak to this more eloquently than I, but nonetheless I shall 
proceed. STU is a member of the NBSA and CASA and by their nature they are non-partisan. So 
I do not feel as if we should be able to give money to political parties just because of the nature of the school we 
belong to. Going forward perhaps we should clarify who we can and cannot give money to, as far as clubs go and 
ratified versus unratified and it would be helpful if we put that into the by-laws. And responding your comment 
Matt, I would be into changing some policy to make sure that we don’t need to do this ever again.  

Matthew LeBlanc: The other people that sponsored the event are, Fredericton Young Greens, Young 
Communist League, St. Thomas University's Women's Studies and Gender Studies Program, St. Thomas 
University's Environment and Society Program and No One Is Illegal Fredericton. So that includes 2 STU 
programs. 
So the Fredericton Young Greens, Young Communist League, St. Thomas University's Women's Studies and 
Gender Studies Program, St. Thomas University's Environment and Society Program and No One Is Illegal 
Fredericton…. I didn’t know that until now. 

Brianna Workman: Just to jump off what Rebecca said, very true. Both the NBSA and CASA are held to a high 
non-partisan standard. Our by-laws do indicate that that specifically singles out VPED and president as we are 
STUSU’s delegates to those organizations. However, I still believe that as a principle the organization as a whole 
should follow those principles and be non-partisan, but perhaps I am biased that this is mandated of my 
position. I do not feel that we should not be giving money to a political organization regardless of the event.  

Question Olivier Hébert: After naming those other groups, is there a way that the cheque could be given to one 
of those other groups because they are not political? Because it was a student event, you know what I mean? 
Answer from Matthew LeBlanc: I don’t think so… Just because I don’t think programs can apply to us for 
funding. 
 The Young Greens sent a 3-point rebuttal or defense I guess of their funding request. 

I. Fredericton Young Greens, although naturally aligned with the Green Parties (of Canada and NB), are 
entirely independent.  

This is not true, their constitution says, I don’t have it with me, it is article 4, I can bring it up if you want. But it 
says that they will work in collaboration with the political party. If a club’s constitution says they are going to 
collaborate with parties that does not make them a political, especially if they are called the ‘Fredericton Young 
Greens’ 

II. Based off of present STUSU legislation, as a ratified student club, there is no distinction.. 

This is true. 

III. (If kind of what Oliver was saying) it benefits the entire STU community and was open to the general 
public.  

The last thing I will say is that their response says it is an apolitical event but the poster says Trudeau: Reject 
Kinder Morgan and regardless of whether you agree or not, that is inherently political. And giving money to an 
event with that poster is an inherently political act. 

Wasiimah Joomun: I get that you can’t give money to a political group because we need to be natural. But the 
fact is that when they applied for the funding, there is nothing in the bylaws that say we can’t give them money. 
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So on which ground are you going to tell them that we cannot give them money? Maybe for this one you can let 
it go and in the future fix it so that we have grounds. 

Rachel Barry: In the bylaws it might say that it is in the discretion of the Finance Committee. I am not 100% 
sure, but I will check. 

Nicholas Decarie: In the last election last year we had historical precedent of councillors using Proxy voters in 
the case of individuals not being of legal age to vote on council. We reversed that once there was a clear 
violation of being elected onto council. We said that regardless of what has happened in the past, the rules are 
the rules. It is true that it has been an unofficial rule that has been broken in the past. It is setting a dangerous 
precedent to give money to the greens. It gives a dangerous message to the STU and wider community this 
council supports the green party but would not give money to the young conservatives or young liberals.  

Matthew LeBlanc: On the one hand, yes, we don’t want to give money to a political organization: I’m totally on 
that side. I’m also totally on the side that I’m thinking about he councillor, the OC Rep that he ran for re-
election, was elected, and then was impeached, and then we realised that does that impeach him for this year? 
2017-2018? Oh shoot, the bylaws are inefficient. Shoot. We changed the by-laws but by changing the by-laws, 
that didn’t retroactively fix him sitting here, he sat here until… well he never actually technically sat here. But, 
the point is that in that case, when the bylaws were insufficient, it was our fault and we had to let that person sit 
here.  
Both make total sense which makes no rational sense as Kant would say. 

Brianna Workman: To elaborate on what I said before, by being members of the NBSA and CASA, we are 
already, even if the STUSU does not have a policy, by being members we are already held to their standard.  
For example, the NBSA has a policy on unpaid internships. It would then be very odd if the STUSU provided an 
unpaid internship. It would be contradictory. By being members of these organizations and with their non-
partisan principles we are tied to that. Our documents need to be strengthen but there is a precedent in 
existence that ties us to non-partisanship. 

Rebecca Kingston: Brianna took the words right out of my mouth, as being part of CASA and the NBSA, it would 
be wildly inappropriate to give these people this money. I also feel like bringing up past things from past 
councils, we are going down the rabbit hole and starting to repeat ourselves. The finance policy says: Clubs and 
Societies shall be used upon clubs and societies registered with the STUSU, which this group is not, through proposals 
submitted to finance committee.  

Rebecca Kingston motions not to give 50$ to the Young Greens from Clubs and Societies. 
Seconded by Brianna Workman 

Jimy Beltran: If it were for me, I would not give money to this application. However, as there is precedent aht we 
have given money, what would be our position? What would we say? 

Brianna Workman: My response would be, and I would be happy to answer those questions if they should arise 
even though it is Matt that will probably end up answering them: we cannot speak to the actions of past 
councils and executives. However, this council, if that is the decision that comes, we want to continue being non-
partisan here at home as we are when we go an advocate to government. Aa the end of the day we can’t speak 
for what happened in the past, other than Tina, we are acting as the current leaders on our Campus.  

Passes with 10 for and 1 abstention from Matthew LeBlanc. 

Brianna Workman motions to task the Governance Committee to amend the Finance Policy to not give money 
to partisan organizations. 
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Seconded by Rebecca Kingston 

Nicholas: When construct these guidelines we need to construct them in a way that does not disempower 
activists on campus or people who want to make a difference in a non-political light.  

Brianna Workman: That goes back to what Matt mentioned a few weeks ago: clarifying what is a legitimate club 
or society from one that is legitimate and also eligible for funding. I think that distinction should also be made. 

Motion passes unanimously 

Rebecca Kingston motions to task governance committee to clarify ratified and unratified clubs in the 
appropriate governing documents.  
Seconded by Nicholas Decarie. 

Brianna: I agree we can include that in the motion I just made, but it is not in the wording, and it may be needing 
for clarity especially if the work runs into next year. 

Phil: With Brianna’s motion, I feel this motion is kind of unnecessary as it creates an exception to the rule of 
funding which I feel is the easiest way to do this. Clubs get funding unless politically associated. Which would be 
the easier way or simpler way. Technically these clubs are ratified anyways even though they are politically 
associated… Actually, wait, it still makes sense. It can still work. You’re right.  

Rebecca: It makes sense to me, everybody is just fighting.  

Motion passes unanimously 

7.2. Discussion on a Funding Request from Heather MacDonald from 
Activities for the Long Night Against Procrastination to New Business 

Trinity Kirk: So I am Trinity, I go by she/her I am currently the assistant coordinator for Long Night Against 
Procrastination. We are mainly here for giving the student side of what this is as it is currently a Student 
Services led event. I have volunteered at the event and have done some of my own work at the event which has 
been beneficial for myself. 

Madigan Downs: I will second Trinity’s thoughts.  My name is Madigan, my pronouns are He/Him, please refer 
to me as such. I am in my second year. Last year I had the pleasure of attending the Long Night Against 
Procrastination after the recommendation of my RA team. It was amazing, there are therapy dogs, they fed me, 
I would recommend. We are here to ask of a few things of you folks but before that we would like to set up what 
the Long Night Against Procrastination looks like on the student level.  

So last year we had over 300 students attend. It is well attended and well enjoyed. We try out hardest to cater 
what we are doing to students so it works for them, that is the idea. We are expecting a 20% increase, 400 or 
more students this year. It brings together writing center tutors, student councillors, academic advising, peer 
center tutors, student services, library research assistant, all of these things are sort of conglomerated so that 
students have access to them in an immediate manner and don’t need to search for them on their own in 
stressful times.  

Incentives include are free food, beverages, there is pizza, poutine and it is a good time! There is also free 
printing, therapy dogs, and de-stress stations. It is a fantastic event. We feel that it is important because it can 
bring together student services that often times you need to search for on our own.  
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Trinity Kirk: Going with that it is important to recognize that this even is already in the academic calendar and 
the viewbook. So it is already a part of STU’s culture. The goals of the event is to bring students together to get 
their own personal work done or group projects, and to know everyone is going through the same struggle. It is 
especially helpful for First years to bring academic support to them so they don’t have to figure out how to go 
about finding them. It provinces a caring and motivating environment for first years. 
So have any of you attended Long Night Against Procrastination…?  
What were your experiences while you were there? 

Rachel Barry: Technically we need to have a motion on the floor to debate it. 
Trinity Kirk: What does that mean?  
Rachel Barry: You need to say what you are asking for and then we can debate it. 
Trinity Kirk: So I can’t ask if people have attended it? 
Rachel Barry: You can ask if people have attended but in terms of discussion, that waits until the end. People are 
not allowed to answer. Sorry about that. 
Quorum changed to 10 (Robyn left) 

Trinity Kirk: Oh okay, we didn’t know. 
The main reason we are here to give the student side of Long Night Against Procrastination and to see if you 
would support the event financially and through volunteering. It is not just beneficial for us to have extra 
volunteers but it is beneficial to have your faces as student body leaders at an event that draws a lot of 
students.  

Matthew LeBlanc motions to give 1500$ to the Long Night Against Procrastination from the Activities Line.  
Seconded by Rebecca Kingston 

Phil: This line is run by the VPSL and I want to be sure that Jimy is okay with that amount.  

Jimy Beltran: I actually want to table this motion because I know that we have 4000$ but there are a couple of 
events happening, I know there is the AGM happening and the money will come from that line so I want to 
verify that all is good. 

Nicholas Decarie: I want to answer Trinity’s question, I know she is dying for one. I informally volunteered last 
year and I will be volunteering this year because I am a tutor for the History Department. It is beneficial for 1st 

and 2nd years and of course 3rd and 4th years need some time to crank out some essays. And I would be very 
much in favor for giving the required amount when we debate and vote. 

Brianna Workman: Just to respond to the points made about volunteering. I have also attended, I have never 
volunteered: it is a great event for so many reasons, there is food and you get work done and there is Zumba! 
And I love to dance. It is excellent. If you folks have some time it would be a great volunteer experience. So 
please give Heather my email if you are going to advertise for that and we can share it as well. 

Question from Avery Wells: You mentioned part of the reason you need this funding is because of a 20% 
increase in attendance, I am just curious on what you are you basing that on? 
Answer from Trinity Kirk: Actually, the 20% increase was from 2016 to 2017, this year we are actually 
expecting about a 20% increase from 300 to 400 based on how it has been growing exponentially as an event 
and how it has been being a lot of coverage in the academic calendar and viewbook. It was a 20% increase from 
the year before, we made a mistake. 

Nicholas Decarie: It is also a great place to meet people because I wound up meeting my girlfriend there! 
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Philippe Ferland motions to table the motion to give 1500$ from the Activities Line to the Long Night Against 
Procrastination for one week. 
Seconded by Matthew LeBlanc 
Motion passes unanimously 

1. Questions, Announcements and Notices  

Nicholas Decarie: What is the NBSRA because I have heard it too much today? 
Philippe Ferland: It is like Trump’s covfefe. 
Brianna: It is actually the NB Soccer Referee Association. 

Nicholas Decarie: Why weren’t the At-Large positions advertised until the last minute for the upcoming STUSU 
elections? Because I feel as if it is hurting the legitimacy of our democracy. 
Philippe Ferland: For some reason, the copy of the bylaws I had, by accident, they got erased. At-Large are still 
In there but it just happed that I accidentally erased it and that’s why I didn’t realise until days later. Rebecca 
pointed it out and I was like oh shit- oh and probably shouldn’t have said that in council. 
Nicholas Decarie: I had to push people to run for At-Large to make sure we had candidates. 
Philippe Ferland: There are actually a lot of people running for At-Large now.  

Brianna Workman:  Yesterday I had a meeting about the plaque for the Hall of Flags, the flags should be up in 
the month of March. Everything is ordered, once everything is in it will go up!  

2. Adjournment 
Meeting Adjourned at 9:17 

Submission: 

The minutes were respectfully submitted to the Vice-President of Administration on Friday, February, 23rd, 
2018.  
Laura Robinson  
su_secretary@stu.ca  
Recording Secretary  
STUSU Student Representative Council  
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